
 

 
 

 
MEMO: 
 

To:  Sedro-Woolley Planning Commission 
  
From:  John Coleman, AICP 
 Planning Director 
 
Date: December 17, 2019 
 
Subject:  Requested New Chapter to Allow Model Homes Prior to Final Plat Approval 
  
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
ISSUE  
BYK Construction, a local land developer/builder, requested that the city amend the zoning code to 
allow model homes to be constructed within new subdivisions prior to final plat approval. Currently the 
city does not allow any home to be constructed in a subdivision until the plat has been given final 
approval by the city council. The request would require a new chapter in the zoning code.  
 
PROJECT DSCRIPTION/HISTORY 
The City of Mount Vernon has regulations to allow model homes to be constructed within new 
subdivisions prior to final plat approval; the attached proposed regulations proposed by BYK (see 
Attachment 1) were copied from Mount Vernon and modified by BYK. All of the proposed language 
will be new to the Sedro-Woolley Municipal Code. The underlines and strike-throughs in Attachment 1 
are added by BYK to show how their proposal is different from the Mount Vernon regulations.   
 
Staff has not refined the proposed language to fit city formatting nor made any other recommended 
changes to the proposed model home regulations. Staff will create a modified draft of the regulations 
after the Planning Commission makes recommended amendments to the attached first draft. Staff 
has reached out to the Mount Vernon Planning Department to find out how well their model home 
regulations have been working, but we have not yet received detailed information from Mount Vernon 
Planning. Staff will also research other jurisdictions that have model home ordinances between 
today’s meeting and the next meeting on model homes. What we learn from other jurisdictions will 
help inform staff recommendations. 
 
If the city allows model homes to be constructed before the plat is complete, the regulations will need 
to clearly specify how much of the new subdivision’s infrastructure must be in place before model 
homes can be built. The Public Works Department approves the infrastructure construction in plats; 
their comments on the proposed regulations will be very informative to the review process. The Public 
Works Department’s comments can be incorporated into the draft presented at the next PC meeting.  
 
ATTACHMENTS 
Attachment 1 – Letter from BYK explaining the proposal and proposed new model homes regulations 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Discuss proposed amendments and schedule a public hearing for proposed amendments (or 
modified amendments) at the January 21, 2020 or February 18, 2020 Planning Commission meeting.  
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Attachment 1  
to December 17, 2019 Model Home memo –  

Letter requesting modifications to Title 17 SWMC 













 

 
 

 
MEMO: 
 

To:  Sedro-Woolley Planning Commission 
 
From:  John Coleman, AICP 
 Planning Director 
 
Date: December 17, 2019 
 
Subject:  Review of parking regulations for new construction in the Central Business District 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
ISSUE 
 
The City Council requested that the Planning Commission review the potential impacts of the 
regulations in Chapters 17.24 and 17.36 on parking in the Central Business District (CBD). 
 
PROJECT DSCRIPTION/HISTORY 
 
Multifamily housing located above the first floor or at the rear of a commercial and/or retail 
occupancy is allowed in the CBD. There is no specific density limit on how many units may be built 
in a new building, as long as there is commercial on the first floor. This provision was included in the 
zoning code to create an incentive developers to build commercial space in the downtown core; if 
the city allows high density residential in conjunction with the commercial, then the project becomes 
more financially appeal to the developer. The above provision is not an issue the Planning 
Commission is being asked to review; the Council has asked the PC to review the parking issues 
that may arise with additional residential growth in the CBD. In particular, the potential impacts of 
SWMC 17.24.050(B)1.  
 
17.24.050(B)1 SWMC, which is specific to parking in the CBD, exempts the developer of new 
buildings in the CBD from needing to provide any parking for the residential dwellings in association 
with a commercial or retail use. This section is also intended as an incentive for developers to build 
new commercial space in the CBD. The full Parking rules for the CBD are in SWMC 17.24.050: 
 

17.24.050 Parking. 
A.    Intent. To encourage the creation of a downtown parking district administered by the 
city. It would be authorized to collect in-lieu parking fees from new residential uses downtown 
and use that revenue, with any other revenue it generates, to manage a downtown parking 
district. The district may construct and maintain downtown parking for motor vehicles and 
bikes, lease parking, or otherwise monitor the provision of adequate parking and/or 
promotion of alternatives to driving. 
B.    The goal of the central business district is to create a pedestrian-friendly environment 
and to encourage commerce. Parking requirements in the downtown shall be as follows: 
1.    There shall be no off-street parking requirement for residential dwellings in association 
with a commercial or retail use in the central business district. New commercial or retail 
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development may propose a shared parking arrangement to the planning director for review 
and approval. (emphasis added) 
2.    Parking for residential buildings that do not include commercial uses per Section 
17.24.010(A)(3) shall be accessed from the alley when an alley exists. The number of 
spaces required for residential buildings that do not include commercial uses shall be as 
follows: 
 

Studio 1 space 

1 bedroom 2 spaces 

2 bedrooms 2 spaces 

3 bedrooms 3 spaces 

4 or more bedrooms 4 spaces 

Visitor/overflow 
spaces 

1 additional space per 8 
units 

 
Rooms indicated on building plans as “office,” “extra room,” “play room” or other rooms that 
may reasonably be considered for use as a bedroom may be counted as bedrooms for 
parking purposes by the planning director.  
3.    There shall be a minimum off-street parking apron of twenty-five feet in length directly in 
front of all garage doors for residential buildings that do not include commercial uses per 
Section 17.24.010(A)(3).  

 
There is one more section of the municipal code that addresses parking in the downtown: SWMC 
17.36.020(B). This section allows for new retail and restaurants in a specific portion of the CBD (see 
attached map) to use the existing city parking lots instead of developing new parking spaces on-site: 
 

“New retail businesses and restaurants located in the area bounded on the north 
and west by the railroad rights-of-way, on the south by the alley in between State 
and Warner Streets, and on the east by Puget Avenue/4th Avenue may use the 
city-owned parking lots to accommodate the parking requirements in this chapter 
and in Chapter 17.24 SWMC. This area is substantially developed on zero 
setbacks from the right-of-way, making it impractical to provide on-site parking to 
satisfy the purpose and intent of this chapter.”  

 
This section is intended to allow new retail and restaurant businesses to locate in old buildings 
without having to provide parking when a building does not have a parking lot. Most existing 
buildings in the core of the CBD do not have their own off-street parking; this code was put in place 
to encourage new retail and restaurants.  
 
SWMC 17.36.020(B) can also be applied to new buildings. Together with the lack of a requirement 
for residential parking in 17.24.050(B)1 and the allowance for no parking in certain commercial uses 
as described in SWMC 17.36.020(B), a situation could arise where no parking is provided for a new 
project (for example, if the first floor is entirely retail and the top floors are all residential). However, 
developers of new downtown buildings that do not have new retail or restaurant space would be 
required to provide the usual parking required for the commercial space per SWMC 17.36.030. 
SWMC 17.36.030 requires a certain number of parking spaces per square foot of commercial space, 
based on the size of the commercial space and proposed use.  
 
 

https://www.codepublishing.com/WA/SedroWoolley/html/SedroWoolley17/SedroWoolley1724.html#17.24.010
https://www.codepublishing.com/WA/SedroWoolley/html/SedroWoolley17/SedroWoolley1724.html#17.24.010


As explained above, there is a concern that a project could be built with no off-street parking. When 
the above parking regulations were crafted, it was understood that the regulations – which were 
intended to increase commercial activity and allow more people to live in the downtown core – could 
create pressure on the limited on-street parking in the area. In addition to the measured policy 
decisions, there are some factors outside the city code that help alleviate the potential problem.  
 

 First, money lending institutions generally do not loan money to projects (at least in less-
urban areas such as Sedro-Woolley or even Mount Vernon) that do not provide at least one 
parking space for each residential unit. In other words, banks may require a project to 
provide some parking. 

 Second, businesses want parking for their customers, so it is in the interest of the property 
developer to provide parking to facilitate their search for commercial tenants.  

 Finally, residential renters (and buyers too in the case of a condominium) want off street 
parking, so again, it is in the interest of the property developer to provide parking for the 
potential residents.  

 
The Council has asked the Planning Commission to study the situation and make recommendations. 
No amendments to the parking regulations for the CBD have been proposed.  
 
ATTACHMENTS 
Attachment 1 – map of area over which SWMC 17.36.020(B) applies 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Discuss the potential parking impacts of SWMC 17.24.050 and 17.36.020(B) on the CBD.  
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